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From figuring it out to getting it done, REAN Cloud is your full-service Cloud IT solutions provider. REAN Cloud, 
an Amazon Web Services Premier Consulting Partner, is a cloud-native firm with deep experience support-
ing legacy enterprise IT infrastructures and applications. Our key differentiator is our expertise in implementing 
architectures which support secure, compliant operations in highly regulated industries. REAN can ensure that 
your cloud-based applications are running securely and determine if your cloud resources are being optimally 
utilized. REAN has the resources to migrate you to the cloud (Infrastructure as a Service), and we ensure that 
your enterprise applications in the cloud will meet your security and compliance expectations and require-
ments.

Two of the most significant challenges in moving applications to the cloud include ensuring that your data is 
secure and meeting compliance requirements. The REAN team has extensive experience and can help you 
meet even the strictest regulatory requirements for data storage and management in the cloud. The REAN 
Cloud team has served Enterprise IT clients for years, and is now specializing in helping clients - small & large 
- use the cloud to become agile, realize cost savings, and enhance security and performance.

REAN Cloud focuses on the following industries: Financial Services, Health & Life Sciences, Educa-
tion and Public Sector. 

REAN Cloud Services:
Consulting/Prof Services - Business Case Analysis, TCO calculations, Design/Architecture and 
delivering Cloud Strategy, Assessment, & Implementation
Managed Services - Secure, Compliant Managed Cloud Services Framework to provide Dashboard 
and Monitoring/Control of Cloud infrastructure for clients
Managed Solutions - REAN Sites - Drupal Site implementation and management; REAN Insights - 
Analytics in the Cloud; REAN Enterprise Content Management
AWS IaaS VAR - REAN Cloud Enterprise AWS Billing Services saves your money
AWS Test Drive - We are an exclusive partner delivering white glove implementation services for 95% 
of AWS ISV partners launching Test Drives


